
 

  

               microbiologist 

This is dr jana Schniete, who studies bacteria, 
evolution and how bacteria could be used to help 
our planet. She is trilingual, which means she 
speaks three languages 

 

               Marine biologist 

This is dr caroline palmer. Caroline is a marine 
biologist who runs a charity which helps study 
coral reefs to learn how climate change is having 
an impact on them 

 



  

               Biomedical scientist 

This is Hamied haroon, a biomedical scientist at the 
university of Manchester who was told at school to 
give up his plans to become a doctor! That Didn’t 
stop him!  

 

               neuropsychologist 

This is Anna Henschel, a phd student in glasgow 
who studies robots and how we communicate with 
them. She has a robot research assistant called nao 
who helps her to do this.  

 



  

               physicist 

This is luke david, who is a physicist at university 
college London. He doesn’t mind making mistakes 
as he knows this is important to help us learn.  

 

               immunologist 

This is faith Uwadiae, who is an immunologist 
studying our immune system. She is a great 
example of how it is ok for you not to know what 
you want to in life. There is plenty of time to 
decide.   

 



 

 

 

  

               zoologist 

This is robyn womack, a PhD student in zoology 
studying at the university of glasgow. She studies 
how birds sleep and spends lots of time outside 
and in the lab 

 

               Science communicator 

This is sam Illingworth. He writes poetry and 
makes games that scientists can use to share their 
work with the public. He once beat a Japanese 
Olympic athlete in a 5km race 

 



 

  

               entrepreneur 

This is lewis hou, who plays in a ceilidh band and 
helps people who are not scientists to learn more 
about the things they are interested in 

 

               geologist 

This is marli de Jongh, a phd student in glasgow 
who looks at how the stones we use to build 
historic buildings changes over time.  

 



 

 

  

               microbiologist 

This is dr Kirsty Robb, who looks at bacteria living 
in extreme environments. She can balance on once 
foot for a long time and her favourite food is mac n 
cheese 
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               PHYSICIST 

This is dr jess wade who is a physicist at imperial 
college London. Her favourite food is broccoli! 

 

               editor 

This is dr Katherine Geogheghan, who is an editor 
for nature chemistry. She used to play the 
saxophone and loves pizza 

 



  

physicist 

This is Dr Lia Li, a physicist at university college 
London who uses lasers to measure how things 
move. She also spends time making robots that she 
says are often half-finished 

 



 

               ASTROPHYSICIST 

This is Brynley Pearlstone, a PhD student in 
astrophysics studying at the university of glasgow. 
He loves marmite on spaghetti and was born with 
71/2 fingers on his right hand 

 

               ASTRONOMER 

This is dr tana joseph, an astronomer at university 
of Manchester. She enjoys going to the dentist and 
likes dancing 

 


